Rapid reversible modulation of human motor outputs after transient deafferentation of the forearm: a study with transcranial magnetic stimulation.
Reorganization of corticospinal pathways after spinal cord injury and amputations leads to increased excitability of motor pathways targeting muscles proximal to the level of interruption of efferents from the CNS. To study the timing of these changes, we have recorded motor evoked potentials (MEPs) in the arm muscles of three normal subjects before, during, and after anesthetic block of the forearm and hand. The amplitudes of MEPs from biceps, which was the muscle immediately proximal to the block, gradually increased with anesthesia and then returned to preanesthesia levels within approximately 20 minutes after anesthesia was ended. MEPs from the contralateral arm were unaffected. Such rapid changes strongly suggest unmasking of preexisting synaptic connections, due to disinhibition at cortical or subcortical levels, as the mechanism underlying acute modulation of motor outputs.